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Agenda

Topic Time box Clock

About you (Poll) 5 min 6:00pm - 6:05pm

PO Meetup Announcements 5 mins 6:05pm – 6:10pm

About me 5 mins 6:10pm - 6:15pm

Adoption in Agile – Overview 15 min 6:15pm – 6:30pm

Case Study & Breakout Sessions 5 min instructions / 20 min 
breakout / 20 min regroup

6:30pm – 7:15pm

Retro – Liked, Learned, Lacked 20 min 7:15pm – 7:35pm

Networking 5 min 7:35pm – 7:40pm
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About me
Lauren Reid is a technology consultant with 12 years of experience 
leading the successful implementation of cloud-based solutions for 
clients. She collaborates with stakeholders to define product vision and 
roadmap, manages end-to-end delivery, and utilizes change 
management techniques to achieve adoption of products.

Social Media:

• https://www.linkedin.com/in/laurenbussmannreid/

• Twitter: @Lauren_B_Reid

• Hashtag: #ProductAdoption

• Email: LBussma@gmail.com
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The Product Owner is responsible for 
maximizing the value a product creates
• Who defines value?
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Who are the target 
customers and users?
Which market/ 
market segment does 
the product address?

What is your purpose for creating the product? 
What positive change should it bring about?

What problem does 
the product solve?
What benefit does it 
provide?

What is the product?
What makes it stand 
out?

How will the product 
benefit the 
company? 



Adoption starts with empathy
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How to understand your users

• Product Owners use tools such as empathy/journey/persona mapping to get a 
deeper understanding of who they’re designing for

• Example Empathy Map:

What does the user 
physically do? 
How does the user 
accomplish that?

What do users/personas 
say out loud in an 
interview?

What worries them? 
What excites them? 
What do they need?

What are users/personas 
thinking throughout the 
experience? What 
matters to them?

User or 
Persona



Change management & adoption overview
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“Change management is 
the discipline that guides 
how we prepare, equip and 
support individuals to 
successfully adopt change 
in order to drive 
organizational success and 
outcomes.”

PROSCI developed the ADKAR methodology, which 
encompasses the five tangible outcomes for lasting change.



The ADKAR model in agile environments

D

K

A

R

Communication
Determine how to engage with 
stakeholders (both end users and 
sponsors), develop and send the 
right messages at the right time

Desire 
to participate in change

Knowledge
about how to change

Reinforcement 
to ensure change sticks

Training
Determine skills needed to 
achieve desired outcomes, 
schedule and execute training

Resistance Management
Identify sources of 
resistance and how to 
manage resistance before 
it manifests

A

Awareness 
of business reason for change

Ability 
to implement the changeReinforcement

Assess adoption and 
usage, determine how to address 
gaps, and recognize success

Stakeholder Analysis
Identify stakeholders 
impacted and craft key 
messaging: Why this? 
Why now?
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ADKAR in the 
real world



Case study
• Situation: 

• You’re the Product Owner at RestaurantChain 

• Your company has over 100 restaurants that need to accommodate contactless 
pick-up

• You led a major enhancement to RestaurantChain’s mobile app, allowing the 
restaurants to:
• Set available order pickup times

• Receive notifications when customers drive to the restaurant so that hot food can be 
delivered to the cars 

• (Think Target Order Drive-Up!)

• Utilize Zoom breakout rooms to complete the exercise on the next slide
• Facilitators: Lauren (1), Mary (2), Julee (3), Camille (4)

• Determine who will speak for the group during team readouts
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Planning for 
change template

https://app.mural.co/template/5d29f5f4-13d2-4da9-ac8a-a439f7a4274b/b39cae3a-016f-4fc4-93f0-bfad22d568b9


Sources

• Product Vision Board: https://www.romanpichler.com/tools/product-
vision-board/

• PROSCI ADKAR Methodology: 
https://www.prosci.com/adkar/applications-of-adkar
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